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1. Introduction. We consider here the class (BV) of functions x(t) of

bounded variation on the interval

/ = E[0 g t £ 1].

Its intersection with the class (C) of functions continuous on / will be desig-

nated by (CB V), its subclass of absolutely continuous functions by (A C), and

(BV)-(CBV) by (DBV). In a recent paperC1-) Adams introduced for (BV)

the metric

(1) (x, y) =      I x(t) - y(t) I A4-I r„(*) - r„(y) |,
<* o

7"o(z) being employed in general to denote the total variation of the function

z(t) on /. Thus metrised, (BV) is not a Banach space(2); but it is complete,

separable, and boundedly compact. Although a linear space, it is not a "linear

topological space" in the sense in which that term is sometimes used, for the

topology introduced by the metric (1) is non-uniform. Indeed it is easily seen

that the category of a subset is not always invariant under translation. For,

if the closed unit sphere K(6, 1) about the zero-element 9 as center, which is a

set of second category in (B V), is subjected to the translation x where x has as

a representative function x(t)=0 for 0<t^l, x(0)=2, then its translate

E - E[y = x + z, se K]
v

is a subset of (DB V) and so of first category (3) in (B V). Regarded as a group,

(BV) is discontinuous.
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0) Adams, The space of functions of bounded variation and certain general spaces, these

Transactions, vol. 40 (1936), pp. 421—138, hereinafter referred to as A. The properties of (BV)

mentioned presently are either explicitly established in, or easily to be inferred from the results

of, this paper and its sequel by Adams and Morse, On the space (BV), ibid., vol. 42 (1937), pp.

194-205, later referred to as AM.

(2) Indeed it is clear, from the fact that "convergence in variation" is not additive, that it

is impossible to norm the set (BV), or either of its subsets (CBV) and (AC), in such manner

that convergence in the metric determined by the norm is equivalent to convergence in the

metric (1). See Adams and Clarkson, On convergence in variation, Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society, vol. 40 (1934), pp. 413-417. This same remark holds for (BV) or (CBV)

metrised with the distance function (17); see §6 below.

(3) See AM, p. 199. An example of a residual set which under the same translation goes into

a set of first category is provided by (CB V).
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2. Functionals on (B V). The functional(4) f(x) =ess Mm t^ xit) = lim^0

clearly is defined for every x e iBV) in the natural sense that if xit) is an ele-

ment of the class iBV), f(x) is a real number, and if xit) and yit) are both

elements of the class iBV), (x, y)=0 implies f(x) =f(y). This functional is

additive and homogeneous on iBV), and it may readily be seen to be con-

tinuous at each point of the subset iB VN) corresponding to functions having

no external saltus anywhere(B); nevertheless it is discontinuous at each point

of iBV) — iBVN). Incidentally, both iBVN) and its complement are dense

in iBV). In further contrast to the situation in the case of a Banach space,

there exist functionals which are additive and continuous on (BV) with-

out being uniformly continuous. But any functional fix) which is additive

and uniformly continuous on iBV) does satisfy a Lipschitz condition,

\f(x)~f(y) \ _S-3-T- (x, y) for x, y z (BV); and the smallest number M which

can be used in this inequality we have called the "modulus" of / on (B V)

and designated by the symbol mod mv) /■

In A, Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, it was shown that every functional/

additive and uniformly continuous on (BV) [or on (CBV) or on 04 C)] can

be expressed in the form of a Lebesgue integral,

with mod (bv) f — M [or mod (cbv) f = M or modWc) f=M\; and that each in-

tegral of this kind is such a functional (6). An example of an additive and con-

tinuous functional which is not uniformly continuous on (BV) is provided

by any such integral with a(t) summable but not essentially bounded. The

general form of the additive and continuous, but not necessarily uniformly

continuous, functional on (B V), however, was not determined in A. This open

question we now propose to settle.

Theorem 1. The conditions T\(xn) <B < <*> (ra=0, 1, 2, • • • ), Mmn^x

fo\xn — x0\dt = 0, and g z (C) imply limn^„ JoXndg= foX0dg.

Proof. This theorem is equivalent to Bray's extension(7) of a theorem of

(4) By functional we mean an operation or transformation whose range is contained in the

real number system. We recall the well known fact that in a Banach space continuity of an

additive functional / at one point alone implies continuity everywhere, uniform continuity,

and the satisfaction by/of a Lipschitz condition on the entire space.

(6) For a precise definition of (B VN) see the first paragraph of §3 below.

(6) More recently Hildebrandt, in Linear operations on functions of bounded variation, Bulle-

tin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 44 (1938), p. 75, has determined the general

form of the continuous additive functional on the non-separable Banach space which the class

iBV) becomes when normed with = \x(Q)\ -\-T\(x). As in the case of other non-separable

Banach spaces previously considered by this author, the functional is expressed by a general-

ized integral of Stieltjes or Lebesgue type which he constructs for the purpose.

(') See Bray, Elementary properties of the Stieltjes integral, Annals of Mathematics, (2),

vol. 20 (1918-1919), p. 180.

(2)
o
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Helly, in the sense that each can be derived from the other. It seems prefer-

able to us, however, to prove our result di novo rather than to use Bray's

theorem as a basis. That the first two conditions imply uniform boundedness

of xn, and that all three imply limn^M foXndg = f0lXodg in the particular case in

which g e (AC), has already been remarked in the first paragraph of the proof

of Theorem 5.1 of A. We now extend the proof to the general case, in which

g is an arbitrary continuous function. Let e be any positive number; let -Bi ̂  B

be a bound for | xn(t) — x0(t) \ (t e I; »=■!, I, 3, • • • ); and let h(t) satisfy the

conditions

he (AC),  supiEr | g(t) - hit) \ ^ «/(25i), g(0) - A(0) = g(l) - h(l) = 0.

In accordance with the particular case of the theorem already proved we have

lim„^M fo(xn — x0)dh = 0, whence as w—><»

lim sup   I   (xn — x0)dg
J n

5= lim sup   I    (xn — x0)d(g — h)
\ J o

+ lim sup   I   (x„ — Xo)dh
I J o

-  lim sup   I   (g — h)d(x„ — Xq)
I J 0

«1

< lim sup-T0(xn — Xo)
1B\

g lim sup-       [rj(x„) + tI(xq)] ^ e.
2Bi

Corollary. Each integral

(3)
n

X(t)dg(t) with g e (C)

is a continuous additive functional for x £ (BV).

Theorem 2. Each continuous additive functional on (BV) can be expressed

in the form (3).

Proof. Let / be any such functional and, as in the proof of Theorem 5.2

of A, set

«) = {
1 for 0 ^ u ^ t,

0 for t < w £ 1,
/(€*) = g(t), til.

For any pair of numbers t, h in the interval 0^/<l we have £tl)

= /o| f< — Zh\du, so that t—>h implies This in turn implies
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fiZJ—rfiZh), since/is continuous at |tl; i.e., t—*ti implies g(t)—*g(h). If we let

?/(m) = 1 for 0^m< 1, v(l) =0, it is clear that t—*\ implies (£(, 77) =/01| it —171 du

—»0, which implies f(l-t)—', we may infer that lim(_ig(£) exists. Hence,

defining = g(<) for 0£/<l, |(1) =limJ,1g(<), we have ge (C) and f„xdg ex-

ists for every x e (BV). The argument used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 of A

now holds, with no change whatever, from the beginning of the second para-

graph up to and including equation (5.4); that is to say, it may be concluded

that g(l) = |(1) and/(x) = Jox(t)dg(t) for every x e (B V).

3. Functionals on (CB V) and (AC). An arbitrary function x will be said

to have no external saltus if and only if at each point he I, x satisfies the condi-

tion lim infill x(t) ^x(h) ^\im sup(,(lx(<). We shall employ (BVN) to desig-

nate the intersection of the class (B V) with the class of functions having no

external saltus. Clearly x e (B VN) implies continuity of x at t = 0 and t = 1.

Theorem 3. The conditions^) xn e (BV) (n = l, 2, 3, • ■ • ), x0 e (BVN),

limn^ (xn,x0) =0, \g(t)\ <B<<x> forte I, and fogdxn exists (a) (» = 0,1,2, ■ • •)

imply lim,,,« J0lgdxn =fQlgdxa and lim„,w Jülxndg =JoX0dg.

Proof. In the same manner in which it may be seen that a closed set

Eel can be inclosed in a finite set of disjoint intervals 0; each open with

respect to I and the sum of whose lengths exceeds the measure of E by arbi-

trarily little, one may see that E can be inclosed in a finite set of such inter-

vals with 2~2iToi(x0) exceeding the variation(9) of x0 on E by an arbitrarily

small amount.

Let e be an arbitrary positive number, k a positive number satisfying the

inequality kTo(x0) <e, and Dkcl the set of points where g has a saltus

Since Dk is closed and the variation of Xo on Dk is zero, Dk can be inclosed in

a finite set of disjoint intervals 0,-, each open with respect to I, such that

2~liTöi(xo) <t/(2B). Since the points of continuity of x0 are dense in I and

include 0 and 1, and since Dk is closed, each interval 0, can be shrunk (if

necessary) into an interval 01, open with respect to /, whose end-points are

points of continuity of Xo and such that Dk is still inclosed in j^.tQl. By

(s) From the proof it will be clear that a weaker set of conditions sufficient to insure the

conclusion is obtained by replacing (xn, x0)—>0 by the following: /„! x„—Xo\dt—>0 and the exist-

ence of a set D dense in I and containing 0 and 1 and of a non-decreasing function F such that

flgdF exists and on every closed interval JC / with end-points in D, lim supn,«, Tj(x„) does not

exceed the increment of Fon J. We take occasion to remark that this theorem neither includes

nor is included by a theorem of Daniell on passage to the limit, Further properties of the general

integral, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 21 (1919-1920), p. 218.

(9) It is desirable to recall here the meaning of the term "variation of a function on a set."

Let x t (BV) and EC I; then the variation of x on E is by definition the infimum of numbers

of the form 5Z<7o,-(*) where EC2~2iOi, each 0,- is anjnterval open with respect to I (i.e., Ot is

the intersection with I of some open interval), and 0, is the closure of 0,-. If g is bounded on I

and xe (BV), a necessary and sufficient condition for flgdx to exist is that the variation of x on

the set of points of discontinuity of g be zero. See, for example, Hobson, Theory of Functions

of a Real Variable, 3d edition, vol. 1, Cambridge, 1927, p. 542.
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Theorem 1 of AM, (x„, x0)—>0 implies the same condition on each subinter-

val 0/. Letting a =£,0/, Ta(xn) =2~2iTö'i(xn) (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), we therefore

have as n—■> <=o

lim sup   I gdxn — I gdx0   ^ lim sup   I gdxn  + lim sup   I gdx0\
\J a "a \J a \J a

^ lim sup

= 2BTa(xQ) < e.

Let ß denote the finite set of disjoint closed intervals constituting the closure

of the point set I —a, at no point of which g has a saltus ^k. By aid of the

Heine-Borel theorem(10) one may easily see that on each interval of ß, g can

be approximated uniformly within k/2 by a continuous function h. We then

have as n—> <*>

lim sup   I gdxn — I gdxo

= lim sup II (g — h)dxn + I hdxn — I (g — h)dx0 — I A</x0
I   p J ß <* ß J ß

^ lim sup   I (g — h)dxn — I (g — Ä)<fx0 + lim sup   I — I
\Jß Jß \Jß Jß

hdxo
ß

< lim sup

since lim„„„ Jßhdx„= fßhdx0 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, the

formula for integration by parts, and the fact that by Theorem 2 of AM we

have(u) pointwise convergence of x„(t) to Xt>(t) at each end-point of the in-

tervals constituting ß. That foXndg^>foXodg now follows at once by aid of the

formula for integration by parts and the pointwise convergence of xn(t) to

xo(t) at t = 0 and t = l.

(10) An explicit construction for h, on an interval which may as well be taken as /, is

the following. Let M(t), N(t) be the "maximum and minimum functions" for g (i.e., for ex-

ample, let M(0=limA.osupllE /,| i,-t|<Ag(ii) for t t I); the saltus of g at t is then M(t)—N{t),

and this is <k for / t 7. Setting M„(t) = sup,,E / \j{h)-n\h-t\ ], N„(t) =inf, e / Lf(/i)+»| h-t\]
(*t/;« = l, 2, 3, • • ■ ), we easily see that for each n these functions satisfy a Lipschitz condition,

and that Mn(t)-*M(t) from above and N„(t)^N(t) from below as n—>«, so that Mn{t)— Nn(t)

tends to M(t) — N(t) from above. Let

En = E,[Mn{t) - N,(t) ä k];

then each En is closed, each E„ andTJ"_i£„ is vacuous. Hence there exists an integer n0

for which En, is vacuous; i.e., we have Mnjjt) —Nn<l(t) <k for 111. The desired function h may

now be taken to be [Mnß)+Nn0(t)}/2 for / e I.

(") According to this theorem the conditions x„ t (BV) (n = l, 2, 3, • • • ), xa e (BVN), and

(a:n, 3C0)-*0 imply pointwise convergence of x„ to x0 at each point of continuity of xa.
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For convenience in stating the following corollaries we let (R) stand for

the class of functions which are Riemann integrable on land (R*) for the sub-

class of (R) of which each function has only a countable number of discon-

tinuities. Recalling(12) that each pair of conditions, x £ (CBV), g e (2?*) and

x £ (AC), g £ (R), is sufficient to insure the existence of Joxdg, we have

Corollary 1. Each integral

(4) f x(t)dg(t) with g e (R*)
J o

is a continuous additive functional for x e (CBV).

Corollary 2. Each integral

(5) f x(t)dg(t) with g £ (R)
J o

is a continuous additive functional for x £ 04 C).

In conjunction with Theorem 2, Corollary 1 shows that there exist con-

tinuous additive functionals on (CB V) which cannot be extended to be con-

tinuous and additive on (BV). In determining the general form of such a

functional on (CBV) it is therefore desirable, if not actually necessary, to

work wholly within the space (CBV) itself. We propose to prove that the

general form of such a functional on (CBV) is (4) and on (AC) is (5). For

this purpose we shall employ two lemmas as follows. Allowing (A C)o to denote

the subset of (A C) of which each function vanishes at t = 0, we have

Lemma 1. Letf be a functional whose domain includes (A C)a- Iff is additive

on 04C)o and continuous on (AC)a, metrised with the distance function

(x, y) = Tl(x — y), there exists a function h bounded and summable on I such that

(6) f(x) = f h(t)x'(t)dt forxe(AC)0.
J o

This result is an immediate consequence of the facts that 04C)o is iso-

metric with the Banach space (L) of functions summable on I and that for

x' £ (L) the general form of the continuous additive functional f(x') on

(L) is given (13) by the integral in (6). Since convergence in the metric

(x, y) = To(x — y) implies convergence in the metric (1), any functional f

whose domain includes (AC)a and which is additive and continuous on (AC)o

metrised with (1) can be expressed, for x £ (AC)o, in the form (6).

To promote our later convenience we formulate the

(12) See, for example, Hobson, loc. cit., p. 545.

(13) See, for example, Banach, Theorie des Operations Lineaires, Warsaw, 1932, p. 65.
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Definition. The function h in (6) shall be called the normalized function

associated with the functional f if and only if it has the properties

h{0) = f(xi) where xi(t) = 1 for tzl, h{\) = 0,

(7) 1 r f1+5 rt+s 1
h{t) — — |lim supj.o J     h{u)du/S + lim infj^o J h(u)du/8J

forO<t<\.

It should be clear from Lemma 1 and from this definition that associated

with each functional / of the kind specified there is a normalized function h\

and that if e is an arbitrary positive number and h an arbitrary point in the

open interval 0 <t < 1, there exists in every neighborhood of h a set of positive

measure on which h(t) is <h{ti)-\-e and a set of positive measure on which

h(t) is >h{h)-e.
It follows at once that any functional/ whose domain includes {AC), and

which is additive and continuous on {A C) metrised with the distance function

(X) y) = I x{0) — y{0) I -\-Tl{x — y), can be expressed in the form(14)

(8) /(*) = x{0)f{Xl) + f h{t)x'{t)dt = x{0)h{0) + f h{t)x'{t)dt for xz {AC),
J o J a

where h has the properties (7).

Lemma 2. Let 5 be an arbitrary number >0; P a non-vacuous perfect set

el; x{t) a continuous non-decreasing function^) with x(0)=0, x(l) = l, and

x'(t) =0 for te I — P; and h{t) a bounded measurable function for tzl, with es-

sential saltus =&>0 at each point of P. Then there exist two non-decreasing

functions \ {t), p{t) £ {AC)0 satisfying the conditions

supiej I \{t) — x{t) I < 5,      sup(Ej| ix{t) — x(t) I < 5,

(9) f h{t)\'{t)dt- f h{l)ß'{t)dt ^ k/2.
Jo Jo

(H) The usual scheme for determining the general form of the continuous additive func-

tional/ on the Banach space (C) employs the device of extending/ to points outside of (C);

i.e., to the class of step-functions or to the entire space (M) of essentially bounded measurable

functions, ft may therefore be of interest to note that we now have in hand a means of obtaining

the form of / without going outside of (C) itself. In fact from (8), by following essentially the

same procedure as is used below in the proof of Lemma 3 (only that in the present instance Xi

should be taken as Xi(t) =0 for t c I, e should be taken as 1, and we have no concern with the

values of /J| *«,«(01 dt and Z,J(xä,e)), one may readily show sup* E (-4C),||*||-i/(*) ä Ta(h). Letting

g{t) = h(Q)—h(i) for 111, and observing that (AC) is dense in (C), we may conclude f(x) = f0xdg

for x c (O and ||/||(c) = T\(g) = T\(V).
(15) One readily sees that, for any non-vacuous P, there exists a function x on I with these

properties; for example, in any subinterval of / where P is dense, x(t) may be taken as /, and

elsewhere it may be defined by essentially the same process as is used for defining the Cantor

ternary function.
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Proof. Let TV be a positive integer large enough so that

(10) I x{h) - x(h) I < 5 for I h - h I < 1/iV,

and let J„ (w = l, 2, • • • , N) stand for the interval (n-l)/N<t<n/N. For

each n we define functions X„, pn as follows. If P ■ In is vacuous, set \n(t) =nn(t)

= 0 for t £ I. If P ■ In is non-vacuous, set

Sn = ess sup(Er„ h(t),      sn = ess inf(cr„ h{t),

so that Sn — Snltk; let an, ßn be any measurable subsets of /„ with

I an I > 0,       I Sn — hit) I < k/i   for   t£ ctn,

I ßn I > 0,       I sn - h{t) I < k/i   for   / e ßn;

and set

(A/„x/ I a„ I   for / e a„ , (AJnx/ | ß„ |   for * £ 0B,
/w) = <

0 for t e I — an, {0 for / £ J — /3n,

where the notation | E\ stands for the measure of a set E and Ar„x represents

the increment of the function x on the closure of the interval /„. We observe

/h(t)\n(i)dt = f h(t)\n(t)dt

(11) ^   f   (Sn - k/4)\n(t)dt = (S ~ */4)A/,»,

f h(t)ßn{t)dt ^ (sn + */4)A/.»,
J 0

and we assert that the non-decreasing functions

X(0 = I    £xn(w)dw,      mW = I    £ ßn{u)du

have the properties (9). It is clear that \(t) = p(t) =x(t) for t — n/N

(» = 0, 1, • • • , TV), whence in view of (10) the first two of inequalities (9)

are satisfied. As for the third, we have by (11)

/. 1 /» 1 Nh(t) [\'(t) - »'(t)]dt = h{t) £ [x„(0 - »n(t)]dt
0 J 0 n=l

N     n 1 N     p 1

= S     h{i)\n{t)dt - £ h(t)^(t)dt
n-l     0 n=l w 0

W AT

Z (5. - */4 - s„ - */4)Ar„x ^ (*/2) £ A,„x = A/2.
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Theorem 4. Each continuous additive functional on (CB V) can be expressed

in the form (4).

Proof. Each functional/(x) of this kind is expressible, for xe (AC), in the

form (8). The function h can have an essential discontinuity at no more than

a countable set of points; for the contrary would imply the existence of a

number k>0 such that the points where h has an essential saltus would

be a non-countable closed set, this set would contain a non-vacuous perfect

set, and by Lemma 2 there would exist points x e (CB V) at which / fails to be

continuous. Being normalized, h is continuous whenever it is essentially con-

tinuous; hence h is continuous except at a countable set of points and we may

write

x(0)h(0) + f h(t)x'(t)dt = x(0)h(0) + f h(t)dx(t).
Jo J 0

This expression may be brought into the form (4) by setting g(t) =h(0) —h(t).

Theorem 5. Each continuous additive functional on (AC) can be expressed

in the form (5).

This result can be demonstrated in the same manner as Theorem 4, the

conclusion that h cannot have essential discontinuities at a set D of measure

>0 being drawn from Lemma 2. For, if |i>| were >0, there would exist a

k>0 such that the set D^cD where h has an essential saltus would be

closed and of measure >0; and D* would contain a perfect set P with \P\ >0.

The function x of Lemma 2 could then be taken as f'tfp(u)du/\P\, where <p

is the characteristic function of P c I; i.e., there would exist points x £ (AC)o

at which / fails to be continuous.

4. Norms of the functionals. By Theorem 2.3 of A, any functional / ad-

ditive and continuous on (B V) satisfies a Lipschitz condition at the zero-

element 6 £ (B V), with a Lipschitz modulus which was called the "norm" of/

on (BV) and designated by the symbol ||/||(bf). On the assumption that

g(0) =0, which can be made without loss of generality, the upper bounds

(12) T0(g),       \g(l)\ +sup(Er \g(t)\

and the lower bounds

(13) %OSCttlg(t),        |g(l)|,        i sup,ci I g(0 I

for ||/|| (bv) were determined (16) in A. These show that if g is monotone on /,

\\f\\ (bv) = To(g); in no other case, however, was the norm evaluated. We now

propose to evaluate the norms of the functionals (3), (4), and (5).

(16) See A, pp. 437-438. It was tacitly assumed there that the functional/under considera-

tion was uniformly continuous on (BV); but this assumption was not used, the bounds being

determined solely from the Stieltjes integral form of the functional.
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For convenience in this connection we adopt the following conventions.

If g is a function on I and

/ = E[t' ^ t ^ t"]cl,
t

we define AJg=g(t")—g(t') when each of the points t', t" is an end-point

of / or a point of continuity of g, A/g = 0 otherwise; |/| will stand for the

length of J; and v(J) will be 0, 1, or 2 according as both, one, or neither of

the conditions 0e7, 1 e J is satisfied. We then have

Theorem 6. The norm of each of the functionate (3), (4), and (5) is

(14) supj\Ajg\/[\j\+v(J)]

as J ranges over the set of closed subintervals of I.

Proof. Since (AC) c (CB V) is dense in (CB V) and therefore in (B V), we

see that proving the norm of the functional (5) to be given by (14) is tanta-

mount to proving the theorem. We proceed to consider, then, the functional

(5).
Let (Sa) represent the class of step-functions(17) each of which is continu-

ous at each point of discontinuity of g. Since the points of continuity of g

are dense in I, we infer that (Sg) c (BV) is dense relative to (AC). Now foxdg

exists for x £ (AC) + (Sg), and we define

F(x) = f xdg for xe (AC) + (S0).
J o

Clearly we have F(x) =f(x) for x £ (AC); and since (S0) is c (BVN), we con-

clude from Theorem 3 that F is continuous on (A C) + (Sg). Thus we obtain (18)

11/11 (AO = suplE Wc),imi=i I   x dg = supxE (sa).n*ii_i I xdg
J o J 0

= suplE (S(,),ii*iisi I   x dg = supxe (s„),ii*ii>o I £dg/IMI-

Let e be any positive number and y £ (S„), with ||y|| =1, satisfy the inequality

jdg> 11/11 wo - e;

y shall now be regarded as fixed. Let (5/ ) be the set of step-functions x defined

by the condition x £ (SJ ) if and only if x is continuous at each point t where y

(n) It should be clearly understood that by a step-function we mean here a function con-

sisting of a finite number of steps each of length >0.

(IS) See A, p. 430. We use the notation ||*|| = O, 0) = fl\x(t) | dt + T\(x).
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is continuous. Then J0lxdg, for x £ (SJ) and \\x\\ =1, is a continuous bounded

function of the heights of the steps in x and so assumes a maximum; thus

there exists a particular step-function x0 £ (_*„' ), with ||x0|| = 1, such that

/x dg s= I   x0dg for x e (SJ), || x|| = 1,
0 0

which implies

/^g/IHI = I   3o<2g/||xo||   for x £ (S/), ||x|| > 0.
o J o

Let to satisfy the condition

I x0(t) I £ I x0(/o) I for / £ I,

and set

/o' = inf E[xo(u) = Xo(io)   for    t < u < to],
t

to' = sup£[x0(w) = x0(t0)   for   tp < u < t],
t

Jo = E[t0' &fStt'}.
t

Finally, let x\ £ (5/) be defined thus

((1 + X)x0(/o)   for teJ0,

,x0(f) for   tz I — Jo-
xx(t) =

Then we have

r1 r
x0dg + \- x0(to)-Aj0g;/xxdg = I :

o J 0

and since | x0(t) | is actually greater for £ £ J0 than it is for t immediately to the

left or right of J0, there exists an 77 > 0 such that we have

\\x\\\ = \\x0\\ + X- I xa(to) I • I Jo I + X- I x0(to) I -v(J0)        for X > — 77.

The function

f0x\dg Jlxodg + X • [x0(*o) • &j0g]
H(\) =

XX |x0|| + X- [ I x0(to) I • I Jo ] + I *o(/o) I -v(J0)]

is of the form (a-\-b\)/(c-r-d\) with £«/>(), and it has a maximum at X = 0.

Hence we have H'{0) = (ad — bc)/c2=0 and a/c = b/d; i.e.,

f'xodg/WxoW = I A/0g I / [! A I + v(Jo) ] -
J 0
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Combining our results we obtain

- « < f y dS = f = f *<^g/IW| = I Aj0g I /[ I Jo I + f(/o) ];I (ac)

and since e is an arbitrary positive number, we conclude that [|/|[ yc> is not

greater than the number (14).

On the other hand, if / is any closed subinterval of / and the function Xj

is defined by

Xj{t) =

we see at once

sgn (Aj'g)/[\J\ +„(/)]   for teJ,

for tEl-J,

xjt(st),    ||«/II £ l,     r1^g = |Ay«|/[|/| + K/)],
V 0

whence

I AJ g\ + "(J)] £ 8»P-« I
•» o

= SWp*e(%),||*ll-i I   xdg = II/K („c).
w 0

Thus ||/|| (ac) is not less than the number (14), and the theorem is proofed.

It may be worth while to point out here that the formula (14) provides a

good basis for computation. For example, in the case of g(t) =4t(l — t), the

value (14) is assumed for

/ = J0 = E[0 £ t £ 21'2 - 1],
t

for which v(Jo) = l, and the norm is 4(2!'2-1)(2-21'2)/21'2 = .69 approxi-

mately. In the case of g(0) =g(l) =0, g(.49) = —10, g(.51) = 10 and g linear

on each of the closed intervals [0, .49], [.49, .51], [.51, l], the value (14)

is assumed for

J = Jo = £[.49 £ t £ .51],
«

for which v(Jo)—2, and the norm is 20/2.02=9.90 approximately. Minor

variants of this example show that ||/||(sf) can be arbitrarily close to

|g(l)| +supte7 \i(t) \ ; and other examples to indicate that each of the esti-

mates (12) and (13) is in a sense the best possible can readily be constructed.

We may observe also that the inequality | Tq (x) — T\(y)\ ^Tq{x — j) im-

plies that if X\ is an arbitrary point in (B V), we have
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SUplE (BF),(x,x1)>0  I f(x) — J(Xi) I I(X, Xi)

^ supxE obf),(z,*,»o I /(x - xi) I /(x - xu 6) ^ 11/11 (RV);

i.e., that the Lipschitz modulus of a continuous additive functional / at any

point in the space is never less than its Lipschitz modulus at the zero-ele-

ment 6.

5. Weak topologies in (75 V). The two forms of functionals (3) and (2) re-

spectively provide the basis for the following

Definitions. A sequence xn (n = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ ) of elements of (73 V) will be

said to converge weakly (S) [to converge weakly (W)] if and only if \imn~xf(xn)

exists for every functional f additive and continuous [additive and uniformly con-

tinuous] on (BV).

It is clear that convergence of a sequence xn in the metric (1) implies that

xn converges weakly (S), and that convergence of x„ weakly (S) implies con-

vergence of xn weakly (W). That implications do not hold in the reverse

direction may be seen from more or less trivial examples. From (2), which

is also the general form of the continuous additive functional on the Banach

space (L), as has been remarked in §3, it is clear that the weak (W) topology

of (73 V) is equivalent to the topology introduced in (73 F) c (L) by the weak

topology of iL). Since (73 V) c (L) is strongly dense in (L), it is apparent that

the weak closure of (75 F) c (L) is (L). It has been shown earlier that (L) is

weakly complete (I9).

Theorem 7. In the topology of weak (5) convergence, {BV) is complete.

Proof. Let x„ [n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) be any sequence in (75 V) satisfying the

condition

(15) lim„<30 I   xndg exists for every g e (C);
J a

(lir
xn(t) = I

and let xn be a function associated with xn (» = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) as follows:

(lim(l,t.H>t xr(t)   for   0 < / < 1,

for   t = 0,t = 1.

Then we have JoXndg = flxndg for every g e (C) and every n. For fixed n,

(16) xndg = — I   g dxn = I   g <f(— xn) (w = 1, 2, 3, • • • )

is a continuous additive functional(20) on the Banach space (C), with norm

equal to Tl{ — xn) = Tl{xn). The condition (15) implies that each g e (C) has a

(19) See Banach, loc. cit., pp. 141-142.

(20) That is, linear functional, in the sense of Banach, loc. cit.
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bounded sequence of images under the sequence of transformations (16). It

follows from a theorem of Banach and Steinhaus(21) that the sequence of

norms ro'(xB) (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) is bounded. Therefore the sequence of func-

tions xn is uniformly bounded, and from a theorem of Helly(22) we conclude

the existence of a subsequence xni (i = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) which converges pointwise

for all t e i to a function x0 e (73 V). From Lebesgue's convergence theorem we

infer that xni converges in the mean to xa; and from Theorem 1 above we

conclude that flxnidg, and therefore Jlxndg, tends to Jlxadg for every g e (C).

One may readily verify the following remarks.

(i) In each of the weak topologies, the weak limit of a sequence xn

(« = 1,2,3, • • • ) in (B V) is not unique in the sense of uniqueness determined

by metric equality in (73 F); it is, however, unique in the space (L).

(ii) In contrast to the situation in a Banach space(23), boundedness of the

sequence \\xn\\ (n = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • ), where = (xn, 6), is not a necessary condi-

tion for weak convergence, in either sense, of a sequence xn in (B V); but

boundedness of the sequence Jo\xn(t)\dt (n = 1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ ) is of course neces-

sary.

6. The use of the metric

(17) (*, y) = f  I x(t) - y{t) \dt + \ l\(x) - L0(y) |,
j o

where 7_,J(s) stands in general for the (Peano) length of the function z(t) on i.

When this metric is employed the situation is as described in the following

Theorem 8. Each uniformly continuous additive functional on (B V) [or on

(CBV) or on (AC)] can be expressed in the form (2). The general form of the

continuous additive functional on (73 V) is (3), on (CBV) is (4), and on (AC)

is (8). Conversely, each integral of the kind specified is such a functional on the

corresponding space. The functional (8) on (AC) satisfies a Lipschitz condition

at any given point x\ e (A C) if and only if h(t) satisfies a Lipschitz condition on

i; in this event the integral (8) can be expressed in the form (2), with g(t) = h(0)

— h(t), and this integral defines a functional f on (BV) which satisfies a Lip-

schitz condition on the entire space (73 V); and the Lipschitz modulus of f on

(BV) [or on (CBV) or on (AC)] is the same at each point x\ of (BV) [or of

(CBV) or of (AC)] as it is for the entire space, being equal to the Lipschitz

modulus of g(i) —h(q) —h(t) on i.

We shall endeavor to indicate the proof of these results without going into

excessive detail. Naturally it must be noted at the outset that since the metric

(17) is not homogeneous (i.e., does not satisfy the condition (ax, ay)

(21) See, for example, Banach, loc. cit., p. 80.

(22) See Helly, Uber lineare Funktionaloperationen, Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie,

IIa, vol. 121 (1912), p. 283.
(23) See, for example, Banach, loc. cit., p. 133.
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= \a\ • (x, y), for a a real number), the spaces considered are neither of the

type (a) nor of the type (a*), so that the results of §2 of A cannot be drawn

upon. In particular, there would seem to be no a priori reason why a uni-

formly continuous additive functional should satisfy a Lipschitz condition (24);

that such is the case, however, will presently appear. It is a simple matter to

show that a continuous additive functional on (73 V) or one of its subspaces

here considered is homogeneous (25).

Let / be any additive and uniformly continuous functional on (BV). As

in the proof of Theorem 5.2 of A and of Theorem 2 above, introduce the

family of step-functions £t(u) and define /(£«) = g(0- In view of the uniform

continuity of/, let 5>0 be such that

! /(*) - f(y) I < 1 forr>, y) $i.

Let 0^i</2<1 and let m satisfy the condition

m /I f*i — ih \ du = I    I «if(, — m£,21 du = 8.

Then we have

m I g(h) - g(h) I =m\/(f,J - /($,,) I - I /(«*,,) - firniß | < 1,

whence

I g(h) - g{h) I < 1/w = f I Ii» - g,, I dw/a - I k ~~ hI /8;
J 0

i.e., g(/) satisfies a Lipschitz condition on the interval 0^<1. Consider

fO   for   0 £ < < 1, (    0   for   0 £ t < 1,
2Ci(/) = < »2(<) = <

U   for   t = 1, I- *   for   « = 1.

Since (#i, x2) =0 and (xi, —x2) = 0, we have/(xi) =/(x2) =/( — x2) = —/(x2) = 0;

and from the additivity of / it follows that the value of f(x) is independent

of the value of x(l). The sequence of step-functions zn{t) employed in the

proof of Theorem 5.2 of A will then have the property that in the present

metric (z„, x)—>0, with x identical with x except at t = 1 where it differs from x

by l + ro(x) — Z,q(x). The argument set forth in that proof then shows that

/(x) can be expressed as Jlx(t)dg{t), where g{t) is Lipschitzian on /; i.e.,/(x)

can be given the form (2), where ess suptEj | a(t) \ = M is the Lipschitz modu-

lus of g on I. The existence of a Lipschitz modulus for / on (73 V), and its

(24) For example, the linear functional/(*) =kx (k^O) on the Euclidean space Ei metrised

with (x, y) = I x3—y*\, which is not homogeneous, do not satisfy a Lipschitz condition.

(26) Compare the reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 2.4 of A and make use of the

relation | L\{x) — L\(y) \ £fj(a;-y); see inequality (4) of Adams and Lewy, On convergence in

length, Duke Mathematical Journal, vol. 1 (1935), pp. 19-26.
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equality to M, then follows from the relation

M = supoS(l<(2=i I g(h) - g(h) \/\h- ti\

= SUp0Ä(1<i5<l I /(£(,) - /(£i2) I / I h - h I

= sup0g(l<i2<i I /(£,,) ~ /(£(2) I /(|t„ £,2)

£ SUPx.^t (BV),(x,y)>0  \f(x) -  f(y) \ /(x, j)

£ supXl!,c (cn,<x,i/)>o M I   |x— y|<ft
0

[ a; — y I dt + I lJ(x) — L\(y) I
o

Since (CBV) and (-4C) are dense in (BV), a functional / additive and uni-

formly continuous on either subspace can be extended to be uniformly con-

tinuous on (B V). As has been done in the proof of Theorem 5.3 of A, one may

then show that the extended functional is additive on (BV). Consequently

the form of / is determined as asserted.

That the general form of the continuous additive functional on (B V) is (3)

can be shown by essentially the same argument as has been used in the proof

of Theorem 3 above.

To determine the form of the continuous additive functional on (CBV),

it should be noted that if the set P in Lemma 2 is of measure zero, x is a

singular function. According to a theorem of Morse(26), since x is singular,

(x„, x)—>0 in the metric (1) implies (xn, k) in the metric (17); hence func-

tions X, p exist such that in the metric (17), (X, p) is <5 and J0lh(t)\'(t)dt

—foh(t)p'(t)dt is }zk/2. Since any non-vacuous perfect set contains such a

set with measure zero, only trivial modifications in the proof of Theorem 4

need now be made in order to establish the desired result.

Since in (^4C)0 convergence in the metric (17) is equivalent^7) to conver-

gence in the metric (x, y) = Tl(x—y), it follows that the general form of the

continuous additive functional on (AC)a is (6) and on (AC) is (8).

The converse statements concerning the uniform continuity of (2) on

(BV) and the continuity of (3), (4), and (8) on (BV), (CBV), and (^1C) re-

spectively are very easily verified.

The fact that, if x\ is an arbitrary point of (AC), the functional (8) on

(AC) satisfies a Lipschitz condition at X\ only when h(t), and therefore

g(t) = h(0) — h(t), satisfies a Lipschitz condition on I is a consequence of

Lemma 3. The functional (8) has the following property when x\ is any point

(26) See Morse, Convergence in variation ana" related topics, these Transactions, vol. 41

(1937), pp. 48-83, Theorem 5.2.

(27) The equivalence is a consequence of Theorems 4 and 5 of Adams and Lewy, loc. cit

of (AC):
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(18)
SUpl£ (AC),(*,*!)>() I f(x) — f(xi) I /(x, X|)

^ supos(,<(Ssi I Hti) — Kh) I / I h — h I-

Proof. In the light of remarks made in the paragraph following (7) it

suffices to prove that the left member of (18) is =ä | h(b)—h{a) | / (b—a), where

05=a<£>5=l, in four cases: (i) that in which a=0, b = \, which is trivially

verified by taking x{t) =Xi(2) + l for / e I; (ii) that in which 0<a < &<1 with a

and b points of the Lebesgue set(28) for the function h; (iii) that in which

a = 0 and b, 0<6<1, is a point of the Lebesgue set for k; and (iv) that in

which b — 1 and a, 0 <a < 1, is a point of the Lebesgue set for h.

To dispose of case (ii) let 0<5<(& —a)/2, let e be an arbitrary number

(positive, negative, or zero), and consider the function

f Xiit) for 0 ^ t ^ a, b £ t ^ 1,

Xi{t) + e(t - a)/b for a ^ t ^ a + 5,

xx{t) + e for a + 5 £ t £ b - 5,

,xi(t) - e(* - b)/S for b - 8 £ *£ b.

M) =

For each 5 and e we have

11

XiM) ~ xi{t) I dt

I /(*...) - I

e I ■ (b - a - 8),

= I/(*»,, - xi) \ « I f Ä(/) [x-j,€(/) -
I J o

h{t)t/8 dt - I    h(t)e/8 dt
a J b-S

I/* a+S
t[h(a) - h{b)\ + e I      [ä(0 - h{a)\dt/8

" a

- e f    \h{t) - h{b)]dt/8 I
J b-S

>

where, as 5—>0,

(19)

nS) = f

7,2(6)  = j

a+S

h(b) - h(a)   -   « tj^S) - I e I 772(5),

h{t) - h(a) I dt/8^0,

h(t) - h{b) I dt/8 0.

(28) See, for example, Titchmarsh, The Theory of Functions, Oxford, 1932, p. 364. For each

h summable on I the "Lebesgue set" of points / where f[+S\ h(u) — h(t) \ du/S tends to zero with 5

has measure 1.
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For each fixed 8, the function

<t>(8, e) = lJOs,*) - l\(xi)

= {1+ [*/(#)+ «Hl"*+ f6 {1 + [*/(*) - e]»}»'slÖ

— La    (Xi) — L(,_a(Xl)

vanishes at € = 0, and d(p/de may easily be seen to exist(2i) for each e. If

d<p/de = 0 at 6 = 0, we have

(20)
/(*,..) - /(xO I ^      I h{b) - h{a) I - Vl(S) - „(*)

(xä,e, Xi) b - a - 8 + \ [<f>(8, e) - </>(5, 0)]/« |

with [<p(8, e)—<p(8, 0)]/e—>0 as e—>0. If d^/de^O at e = 0, there exists a uni-

lateral neighborhood of zero such that for e in this neighborhood, jLj(xa,e) is

<Lq(xi). Moreover it is evident that Lj(xj,,) is a continuous function of e

which becomes positively infinite as e—>+ °° or e—>— w. Hence there exists

an «, say es, for which Z,o(x8,e) =£j(xi). In fact the inequality(30)

laa+\xs,() + z,L«(xs,e) > r"+5(xj,e) + r6_j(x8,6)

^ ra (xs,e — xi) — ra (xi)

+ Tl-S(xsit — xi) — 2V8(xi)

= 2 I € I — r°+5(xi) — TVs(xi)

shows that for | e| =Z"+i(xi)-f-Z*_{(xi), Z,J(xj,e) exceeds Z-J(xi); this gives an

upper bound for |ej| and shows incidentally that ej—>0 with 5. Choosing

e = es, we have

(21)
/(*,„) - f(Xl) I ^ I h(b) - h(a) I - Vl(8) - V2(8)

>

The inequality (18) now follows at once from (19), (20), and (21).

Although cases (iii) and (iv) are not formally symmetric, it should suffice

to examine one of them. In case (iii), for example, we may define

[ xi(t) for b £ t £ 1,

= I xy{t) - e(t - b)/8 for b - 8 £ t £ b,

[ Xi(t) + e for 0^/^i-5,

and find

(29) See, for example, Hobson, loc. cit., 2d edition, vol. 2, Cambridge, 1926, p. 355.

(30) See Adams and Lewy, loc. cit., inequalities (2) and (3).
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XsM) ~        I dt = I e I ■ (b - 8/2),

/(*,..) - f(Xl) I = •A(Q) + f A(/)[*4',€(0 - xxCOJä
J 0

eA(0) - f   h(t)e/8dt I
J b-S

s[A(0) - A(A)]-e f   [A(0 - h(b)]dt/8
J ft—s

A(6) - A(0)

whence we may proceed as before in case (ii).

To complete the proof of the results stated in the theorem, it is sufficient

to make the following remark. Let / be a continuous additive functional on

(BV) [(CBV)], and let yx be an arbitrary point of (BV) [(CBV)]. Set

xi(t) = I   y{(u)du,      zi{t) = yi(t) — xi{t), tzl,
J o

so that X\ is the absolutely continuous part, and Zi the singular part, of the

function y\. Then we have, for y z (BV) [y z (CBV)],

sup(„,vi»o I f(y - yd I /(y, yd

^ SUplE UO.(s.«i»« I /(* + «1 — *1 — *l) I /(* + zl> *1 + z0

= SUpxc (AC),(i,x1)>0 I f(x — Xi) I /(x, *0 >

since | Zj(x+Zi)-Lj(>i+Zi) | = |Z^(x) + ro(zi)—Z^(xi) —ro(zi)|.
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